[Management of syncope in clinical practice : What has changed according to the new ESC guidelines 2018?]
Syncope is a common problem in clinical practice, which affects approximately 1% of patients admitted to European emergency departments. The clinical practice guidelines for the diagnosis and management of syncope published by the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) are based on the newest scientific data in the field and have provided clinical cardiologists with a structured therapeutic approach for affected patients over many years. The previous ESC guidelines on syncope were published in 2009 and are compared to the most recent edition, which was published in 2018. This review summarizes the most important innovations with respect to the diagnostic principles and treatment of syncope. The initial assessment of the patient and the risk stratification in the emergency department are the focus of the review. Another important topic that is adequately covered in the current guidelines is the rising significance of implantable loop recorders for the evaluation of unexplained syncope and the assessment of potential indications for a definitive treatment with a pacemaker or implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD). Additional changes involve the evidence level with respect to the use of other diagnostic (ECG monitoring, tilt testing) and therapeutic measures (indications for pacemaker implantation, catheter ablation of tachycardiac rhythm disorders).